Topic: STEM
Badge: Coding For Good 1: Coding Basics
Suggested Supplies: Computer or phone with internet access
Programmers write code for computers to solve all types of problems from telling the time to
researching disease. But for computers to do anything, they need clear and precise instructions
on how to perform a task.
Learn how to write code for computers and explore some of the incredible women of computer
science.
Steps:
Step 1: Use functions to create a self-portrait
Computers are great at following directions. In fact, that’s all they can do! When you write a
computer program, you have to tell the computer exactly what to do, step-by-step, because it
can’t figure the steps out by itself.
The instructions for a computer are called an algorithm. The part of the algorithm that tells the
computer to do something specific are called functions. To make writing programs easier and
more efficient, programmers write more general algorithms and then add details in the functions,
which can be more easily switched out.
For example, you could write an algorithm for doing your chores that had sections for your
bedroom and pet care. The functions could be makeBed(), tidyDesk(), putawayClothes() for the
bedroom and feedCat(), scoopLitterbox(), and brushCat() for pet care.
Computers don’t speak human languages. They have their own languages, like
JavaScript, with their own grammar rules, called syntax. Computers can only
understand algorithms written with correct syntax, so programmers have to
learn the rules for each programming language. The chores functions above are
written with JavaScript syntax.
What would it be like if you had to give detailed directions for people to do
something, the way you have to for computers? When would that be a good
thing? When would that be bad?

Step 2: Write code to create a portrait
Functions make algorithms more specific, but sometimes that’s not enough. Enter
arguments! Functions tell the computer to do a specific task. Arguments tell the computer more
about the task, like how or where to do it.
For example, in the chores function, makeBed() could be made even more specific by adding in
arguments to tell you which rooms to tidy: makeBed(“guest room”, “my room”)
Just like functions, for the computer to understand your arguments, you have to use correct
syntax. In JavaScript, the arguments go inside the function’s parentheses and are separated by
commas.
Unlike real life, arguments can make things easier and better in coding!
Step 3: Learn about computer logic
Imagine you’re given a set of tasks with each task on a different sheet of paper. Now, imagine
the sheets of paper are shuffled before they’re handed to you—how do you know where to
begin?
Just like you’d need help to figure out what tasks to prioritize, computers need to be told in what
order to do their tasks. This is called control flow.
Control flow is the sequence in which the algorithms are done and the order of the different
decisions computers can make, usually by reading code from the top to bottom.

Step 4: Explore “IF” statements
But what if you’re writing code and the computer has to make a choice? A computer uses
Boolean logic to know how to react to different conditions, when a situation is either true or
false. The program then executes the code in the true branch of the code if the condition is true.
Often, but not always, there is a second branch of code which executes when the condition is
false. The condition is a Boolean expression.
To code a condition or a question so a computer can answer it, you can use an IF statement.
An IF statement in code tests whether some “condition” is true or false.
You can use an IF statement to turn a Boolean expression into a question like
this in pseudocode:

Step 5: Use computer logic to create a quiz show
Now that you know how to code IF statements, you can write computer programs with all
kinds of conditions! For example, you can write a set of questions using Boolean logic to
teach others about something you know a lot about!
You can use this same idea to create questions about anything that can be answered with true
or false. Depending upon the answer to your question, you can then change the control flow for
a computer to give different responses.
This is control flow in action! One branch of code is executed, or the other is: Either the TRUE
branch or the FALSE branch.
Once completed, this badge can be purchased at the following direct link:
https://www.girlscoutshop.com/senior-coding-basics-badge
Please visit the following link to complete a quick survey on this virtual badge:
https://gswestok.wufoo.com/forms/virtual-badge-completion-survey/

